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Thank you for downloading this Poetry Unit for Preschoolers!

This fun unit combines learning activities, reading, writing, and creativity into a format that 
helps young children appreciate and enjoy poetry.

This unit uses Shel Silverstein’s Where the Sidewalk Ends as a textbook, and focuses 10 
different lessons around 10 poems in the book.  You need a copy of this book for this unit!  

Please note that neither I nor Preschool Powol Packets have received any kind of compensation 
for using Where The Sidewalk Ends as a text.  I simply love the book and chose to use it because 

of the poems’ literary appeal and child friendliness.  You could probably adapt many of the 
ideas in this unit to fit with other poems.

How should you use these lessons?  They are designed to be a learning and bonding experience 
between a parent and a child.  You will read, write, talk, teach, and learn along with your child.  
Your child may love the poems and look forward to them each day, or he may only wan to do a 

few lessons.  Every child has different interests and abilities.  You know your child—organize 
your poetry unit the way he or she will benefit most!    Look through the whole unit and choose 
the poems, activities, and writing projects that are most appropriate for your child’s skills and 

attention span.  It is okay to mix and match!

Many of the lessons are also appropriate for older children in Kindergarten, 1st, 2nd, or 3rd

grades to do as a class.  

If you do all 10 of the lessons, you will probably want a way to show off your child’s awesome 
work!  Here are a few ideas:

 All writing projects can be saved and 
turned into a Poetry Book.

 You can put individual pages in sheet 
protectors.

 You can laminate or frame any favorites.

 You can have a poetry night and display 
all of your child’s work.  Include 
photographs of the activities!

 You can “mount” any pages by gluing 
them to construction paper.

 You can scan writing projects and publish 
them using a scrapbooking publisher like 

Shutterfly.

 You can laminate writing projects, punch 
holes in them, and tie them together with 

yarn to make a wall hanging.

I would love to see pictures of your child’s work or hear from you in any other way!   Enjoy!

Carla at Preschool Powol Packets
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More online resources for poetry: 

Funny Poetry: http://www.gigglepoetry.com

My Bio-Poem from Scholastic: 
http://www.scholastic.com/content/collateral_resources/pdf/m/mentor0708_jill/MyBio_poem.pdf

My 5-Senses Poem from Scholastic:

http://www.scholastic.com/content/collateral_resources/pdf/m/mentor0708_jill/MyFiveSensesPoem.p
df

Poetry 180: http://www.loc.gov/poetry/180/p180-list.html

GottaBook (Hosts 30 Poets 30  Days in April): http://gottabook.blogspot.com/
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Day 1

Poem: Magic, page 11

1. A poem is a fun way to say something.  Poems often make you think or feel something 
new.  Sometimes they feel like a song waiting for music.  We are going to start a unit 
where we look at a new poem each day for several days.  Today’s poem is called Magic.

2. Read the poem. 
3. Discuss: What kind of magic would you make?
4. Read the poem again.
5. Activity: Color Magic 

a. Pour 2/3 a cup of whole milk into a bowl.  Carefully place 4-5 drops of food 
coloring about an inch or two apart from each other.  Dip a toothpick in dishsoap 
to make your magic wand (make sure it is coated in soap), and “poke” the milk in 
the middle of the bowl.  Go ahead and poke one or two other spots, too!

b. Explanation: Okay, so it isn’t really magic, but it sure seems to be!   You don’t 
have to get into the science behind this, but here it is:  The fat in the milk does 
not mix with the water-based food coloring on its own.  The dishsoap, however, 
breaks the bonds that keep the two separated.   The molecules in dishsoap will 
bind to both water and fat molecules.  When you add the dishsoap, it moves 
through the milk, binding to everything it can.  As that happens, the colors 
bump, swirl, and act quite…magical.

6. Writing: My Magic Poem
a. First talk about the magic you would make.  Would you need any supplies?  

What would it look like?  
b. Explain that you’re going to write a poem about your magic.
c. Follow the directions on the My Magic Instructions Page.  It is important NOT to 

force your child to actually write the words if he is not ready to.  A parent should 
do all the writing on the instruction page, then offer to let the child write the 
poem on the My Magic Poem Page.  Let the child choose.  If he says no, do the 
writing for him, and then offer again the next day.  
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My Magic Poem

Instructions:
1. If you could make magic, what would you 

do?
__________________________________
__________________________________

2. Name 4 words that describe your magic.
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________

3. Place the 4 words on the short lines in 
your poem.  Place the description on the 
long lines.

4. Draw a picture of your magic below your 
poem.
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My Magic
By:  ________________________________

_______________ 

_______________

_______________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________
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Day 2

Poem: Homemade Boat, page 12

1. A poem is a fun way to say something.  Poems often make you think or feel something 
new.  Sometimes they feel like a song waiting for music.  Today our poem is called 
Homemade Boat.

2. Read the poem. 
3. Look at a toy boat or a picture of a boat.  Talk about the top, bottom, sides, and any 

other parts you or your child are interested in.  
Discuss: What would happen if you forgot the bottom?

4. Read the poem again.
5. Activity: Aluminum Foil Boats

a. Tear or cut several square and rectangle pieces of aluminum foil.  Let your child 
make an aluminum foil boat while you make your own too!  Make an additional 
one without a bottom.

b. Float your boats in a bathtub, water table, or pond.  Experiment with placing 
toys or other objects inside the boat.  What happened to the boat without a 
bottom?  What happens if you poke holes with a toothpick through different 
spots on the sides or the bottom?

6. Writing: Sometimes I Forget Poem
a. In the poem we read, somebody forgot to make a bottom for their boat.  What 

have you forgotten to do?  Is there anything you would like to forget?
b. Explain that you’re going to write a poem about forgetting.
c. Follow the directions on the Sometimes I Forget Instructions Page. It is 

important NOT to force your child to actually write the words if he is not ready to.  
A parent should do all the writing on the instruction page, then offer to let the 
child write the poem on the Sometimes I Forget Poem Page.  Let the child choose.  
If he says no, do the writing for him, and then offer again the next day.  
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Sometimes I Forget
Poem

Instructions:
1. What have you forgotten? 

____________________________________
2. What would you like to forget?  
____________________________________
3. How do you feel when you forget 

something?  
________________
________________

4. Place the feeling words on the short 
lines in your poem.  Place the longer 
answers on the long lines.

5. Draw a picture to go with your poem.
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Sometimes I Forget
By:  ________________________________

_______________ 

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________
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Day 3

Poem: Ickle Me, Pickle Me, Tickle Me Too, pages 16-17 

1. A poem is a fun way to say something.  Poems often make you think or feel something 
new.  Sometimes they feel like a song waiting for music.  Today our poem is called Ickle 
Me, Pickle Me, Tickle Me Too.

2. Read the poem. Point out the characters (Ickle Me, Pickle Me, and Tickle Me) each time 
you read their names.

3. Discuss:  This poem is like a story.  What happened in the story?
4. Read the poem again.
5. Activity: Make Flying Shoes

a. Show your child an old shoe and explain that you are going to make your own 
flying shoe!  Ask what you should use to make the wings (anything would work, 
from craft feathers to paper plates or yarn…children come up with wonderful 
ideas!), and then let your child lead the way in embellishing the shoe.  Find toys 
to represent the characters in the poem.  

6. Writing: What Happened to Ickle Me, Pickle Me, and Tickle Me
a. The poem said nobody knew what happened to Ickle Me, Pickle Me, and Tickle 

Me.  You get to finish the story!  What do you think happened next?  
b. Fill in your child’s answer on the What Happened to Ickle Me, Pickle Me, and 

Tickle Me Page, and then let your child illustrate it.  It is important NOT to force 
your child to actually write the words if he is not ready to.  A parent should do all 
pre-writing, then offer to let the child write the poem on the What Happened to 
Ickle Me, Pickle Me, and Tickle Me Page.  Let the child choose.  If he says no, do 
the writing for him, and then offer again the next day.  
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What Happened to Ickle Me, 
Pickle Me, and Tickle Me

By:  ________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________
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Day 4

Poem: Early Bird, page 30

1. A poem is a fun way to say something.  Poems often make you think or feel something 
new.  Sometimes they feel like a song waiting for music.  Today our poem is called Early 
Bird.

2. Look at the picture.  What do you think the poem will be about?
3. Read the poem. 
4. Discuss: Why should a bird be early?  Why should a worm be late?
5. Read the poem again.
6. Activity: Play dough worms and birds

a. Play with play dough with your child!  Make worms and birds and act out the 
birds eating the worms.

b. Make anything else you or your child would like!
7. Writing: Advice Poem

a. The poem said, “If you’re a bird, be an early bird…”  What if you were an 
elephant?  What should an elephant be?  What if you were a toilet?  What 
should a toilet be?  A baseball?  A lawnmower?  A lion?

b. Explain that you’re going to write a poem where you tell something (an animal or 
other object) what it should do.  If your child has a hard time choosing both an 
object and advice, choose an animal or object yourself and let your child give it 
the advice.

c. Follow the directions on Advice Poem Page.  It is important NOT to force your 
child to actually write the words if he is not ready to.  A parent should do all the 
writing on the instruction page, then offer to let the child write the poem on the 
Advice Poem Page.  Let the child choose.  If he says no, do the writing for him, 
and then offer again the next day.  
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Advice Poem

Instructions:
1. Choose an animal or other object:  

_______________
2. What advice would you give it? Or What 

would you tell it to do?    
____________________________________
____________________________________

3. Place the animal on the short line in 
your poem.  Place the longer answers on 
the long lines.

4. Draw a picture to go with your poem.
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Advice Poem
By:  ________________________________

If you’re a _______________ , then

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________
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Day 5

Poem: The Acrobats, page 10

1. A poem is a fun way to say something.  Poems often make you think or feel something 
new.  Sometimes they feel like a song waiting for music.  Today our poem is called The 
Acrobats.

2. Look at the picture.  What do you think the poem will be about?
3. Read the poem. 
4. Discuss: Why not sneeze?
5. Read the poem again.
6. Activity: Paper Clip Acrobats

a. Provide your child with several large paper clips and show her how to string 
them together.  Let her make paper clip acrobats.  Hang them from a dowol or a 
pencil and let them make some flips!  You can even spin them around!

7. Writing: I Am Poem
a. Each line in The Acrobats lists something that the acrobats do.  We are going to 

write a list poem called an I Am poem today.  Each line will tell something about 
you!  You can choose to fill in the blanks however you like.  One idea is to write 
your name for one of the “I am ___” and an emotion or feeling for the other “I 
am ___.”

b. You have two options for the I Am Poem—you can complete the sentences on 
the first page provided, or write the sentences out completely on the second 
page.  Either way is up to you!

c. Draw a picture to illustrate yourself or your poem!
d. It is important NOT to force your child to actually write the words if he is not 

ready to.  A parent should do all pre-writing, then offer to let the child write the 
poem on the I Am Page.  Let the child choose.  If he says no, do the writing for 
him, and then offer again the next day.  
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I Am
By: _____________________________

I am _______________.
I like to eat _______________.

I like to see _____________________.
I like to go __________________________.

My favorite animal is ______________.
My favorite color is _________.

I am _____________.
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I Am
By: _____________________________

___________________.
___________________________.

_______________________________.
___________________________________.

_______________________________.
__________________________.

__________________.
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Day 6

Poem: Orchestra, page 23

1. A poem is a fun way to say something.  Poems often make you think or feel something 
new.  Sometimes they feel like a song waiting for music.  Today our poem is called 
Orchestra.

2. Read the poem. 
3. Discuss: What is an orchestra?
4. Read the poem again.
5. Activity: Make a Musical Instrument!

a. Choose a musical instrument and build your own orchestra!
b. Guitar: Wrap large rubber-bands around a tissue paper box.
c. Bells: Gently tap a spoon on an upside-down cup.  If your child is particularly 

gentle, you can consider filling glass cups to different levels and letting your child 
tap them with a spoon.  

d. Maracas: Put a handful of dry beans in an empty paper towel tube and duct tape 
the ends closed.

e. Cymbals: Use two lids from metal pans.  
6. Writing: Orchestra Poem

a. Today we’re writing a sounds poem!  Think about all the sounds you heard when 
we made our own orchestra.  Did you hear any “pop” or “wizzle” or “vroom?”  

b. Write down the sounds words on the Orchestra Poem page.
c. Draw a picture to go with your poem!
It is important NOT to force your child to actually write the words if he is not ready 
to.  A parent should do all pre-writing, then offer to let the child write the poem on 
the Orchestra Poem Page.  Let the child choose.  If he says no, do the writing for him, 
and then offer again the next day.  
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Orchestra
By:  ________________________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________
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Day 7

Poem: The Crocodile’s Toothache, page 66

1. A poem is a fun way to say something.  Poems often make you think or feel something 
new.  Sometimes they feel like a song waiting for music.  Today our poem is called The 
Crocodile’s Toothache.

2. Look at the picture.  What do you think is happening? 
3. Read the poem. 
4. Discuss: Do crocodile’s go to the dentist?
5. Read the poem again.
6. Activity: Make Marshmallow Mouths

a. Cut a mouth out from red construction paper.  Count the teeth in your child’s 
mouth and give her one mini-marshmallow for each tooth.  Squeeze a small pile 
of glue onto a scratch piece of paper.  Let your child dip each marshmallow 
“tooth” into the glue and place it on her paper.  

7. Writing: Silly Poem
a. Do crocodiles and dentists go together?  What about lions and markers?  Or a 

rhinoceros and peanut butter?  
b. Think of two things that do not go together and write a Silly Poem or story about 

those two things!  Make up a title too!
c. Illustrate your poem or story by drawing a picture by your poem!
d. It is important NOT to force your child to actually write the words if he is not 

ready to.  A parent should do all pre-writing, then offer to let the child write the 
poem on the Silly Poem Page.  Let the child choose.  If he says no, do the writing 
for him, and then offer again the next day.  
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___________________
By: ___________________________

_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
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Day 8

Poem: The Fourth, page 15

1. A poem is a fun way to say something.  Poems often make you think or feel something 
new.  Sometimes they feel like a song waiting for music.  Today our poem is called The 
Fourth.

2. Read the poem. 
3. Discuss: What do fireworks sound like? What about a parade?
4. Read the poem again.
5. Activity: Glitter Fireworks

a. Let your child make glitter fireworks:  First, “paint” a firework on a dark piece of 
construction paper using glue.  Second, sprinkle glitter all over the glue.  Third, 
pour the glitter off, and let the fireworks dry.  Repeat as many times as desired!

b. Alternatively, you can “paint” with glitter glue.    
6. Writing: Loud Poem

a. Think of 5 loud sounds and arrange them on the Loud Poem page.  
b. Add a picture to illustrate the Loud Poem!
c. If you and your child like, you can also make a Soft Poem.  Both pages are 

included.
d. It is important NOT to force your child to actually write the words if he is not 

ready to.  A parent should do all pre-writing, then offer to let the child write the 
poem on the Loud Poem Page.  Let the child choose.  If he says no, do the writing 
for him, and then offer again the next day.  
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Loud Poem
By:  ________________________________

________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
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Soft Poem
By:  ________________________________

________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
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Day 9

Poem: One Inch Tall, page 55

1. A poem is a fun way to say something.  Poems often make you think or feel something 
new.  Sometimes they feel like a song waiting for music.  Today our poem is called One 
Inch Tall.

2. Read the poem. 
3. Discuss: How big is one inch?
4. Read the poem again.
5. Activity: How Many Inches Tall Are You?

a. Use a measuring tape (or a ruler) to find out how many inches tall your child is.  
Diagram your child on a piece of paper and label his height.  Let your child 
measure additional objects and add them to the diagram with their heights.

6. Writing: If I Were One Inch Tall
a. What would your world look like if you were one inch tall?  Write a poem or 

story telling what your day would be like if you were just one inch tall!
b. Draw a picture to illustrate your poem or story!
c. It is important NOT to force your child to actually write the words if he is not 

ready to.  A parent should do all pre-writing, then offer to let the child write the 
poem on the If I Were One Inch Tall page.  Let the child choose.  If he says no, do 
the writing for him, and then offer again the next day.  



If I Were One Inch Tall
By:  ________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________
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Day 10

Poem: Sick, page 58

1. A poem is a fun way to say something.  Poems often make you think or feel something 
new.  Sometimes they feel like a song waiting for music.  Today our poem is called Sick.

2. Read the poem. 
3. Discuss: What is an excuse?  What does Peggy not want to do?
4. Read the poem again.
5. Activity: Balloon Faces

a. Blow up several 7” – 12” balloons and use markers to draw faces on them.  
Include at least one “sick” face and one “happy/sad” face (see instructions in ‘b’).

b. To make a happy/sad face, draw a face similar to the diagram below.  It looks sad 
when you start, but if you turn it upside down it is happy!

6. Writing: My Favorite Excuses
a. What are some excuses you use when you don’t want to do something?  
b. Choose three of your favorites to use to make My Favorite Excuses.
c. Add an awesome picture!
d. It is important NOT to force your child to actually write the words if he is not 

ready to.  A parent should do all the writing on the instruction page, then offer to 
let the child write the poem on the Excuses Poem Page.  Let the child choose.  If 
he says no, do the writing for him, and then offer again the next day.  
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My Favorite Excuses
By:  ________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________
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Thank you for downloading this poetry unit!

I would love to hear how you have used it!  Please feel free to contact me at 
preschoolpackets@gmail.com with any comments, pictures of your activities, or links to posts where 

you share how you have used this unit.

Please note that all materials are copyrighted.  You are welcome to make copies for yourself and your 
students, share the materials with friends and colleagues, and link to 

http://PreschoolPowolPackets.blogspot.com .  Please leave the copyright notice on each page intact.  
You may not sell or resell any of the contents included in this PDF.

Happy Educating!

Carla at Preschool Powol Packets
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